Determination of effective factors on geographic distribution of the incidence of colorectal cancer in Tehran using geographically weighted Poisson regression model
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Abstract

Background: This study aimed to determine effective factors on geographic distribution of the Incidence of Colorectal Cancer (CRC) in Tehran, Iran by using Geographically Weighted Poisson Regression Model.

Methods: This ecological study was carried out at neighborhood level of Tehran in 2017-2018. Data for CRC incidence was extracted from the population-based cancer registry data of Iran. The socioeconomic variables, risk factors and health costs were extracted from the Urban HEART Study in Tehran. Geographically weighted Poisson regression model was used for determination of the association between these variables with CRC incidence. GWR 4, Statsat 14 and ArcGIS 10.3 software systems were used for statistical analysis.

Results: The total number of incident CRC cases were 2815 in Tehran from 2008 to 2011, of whom, 2491 cases were successfully geocoded to the neighborhood. The median IRR for local variables were: unemployed people over 15 year old (median IRR: 1.17), women aged 17 years or older with university education (median IRR: 1.17), women head of household (median IRR: 1.06), people without insurance coverage (median IRR: 1.10), households without daily consumption of milk (median IRR: 0.85), smoking households (median IRR: 1.07), household’s health expenditure (median IRR: 1.39), disease diagnosis costs (median IRR: 1.03), medicines costs of households (median IRR: 1.05), cost of the hospital (median IRR: 1.09), cost of medical visits (median IRR: 1.27).

Conclusion: The spatial variability was observed for most socioeconomic variables, risk factors and health costs that had effects on CRC incidence in Tehran. Spatial variability is necessary when interpreting the results and utterly helpful for implementation of prevention programs.
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Introduction

Colorectal cancer (CRC) is the third most common cancer and the fourth leading cause of cancer-related deaths...
in the world. According to a report by the International Agency for Research on Cancer (IARC) in 2012, nearly 1.4 million new cases of CRC were found whereas 700,000 deaths worldwide occurred due to this cancer (1). According to IARC, CRC in Iranian males is the fourth common cancer with an age-standardized incidence rate (ASIR) of 8.7 and an age-standardized mortality rate (ASMR) of 6.3 per 100,000 people. CRC is also the third common cancer among Iranian females with ASIR and ASMR of 6.4 and 4.6 per 100,000 individuals; respectively (2). In general, CRC has a different geographic distribution, and its incidence varies in different parts of the world, where the highest incidence rates belong to North America, Australia, New Zealand, Western Europe, and Japan, indicating that 63% of the cases occur in developed countries (3, 4). Comparing to developed countries, CRC is lower in Iran; however, its rate in the younger generation of the country is on the rise, which can dramatically increase the burden of disease in the future. On the other hand, there is an uneven geographical distribution of CRC in Iran, where large cities such as Tehran have always been among the cities with the highest incidences of CRC (5-7).

Spatial analysis at small geographical levels can provide useful information about the areas at risk. The spatial analysis of cancer size at geographical levels, such as postal codes and census blocks in developed countries, has been well documented (8-14). This issue has been overlooked in developing countries like Iran where there have been few studies conducted to carefully consider the impact of various socioeconomic factors, health costs, and risk factors on CRC at the level of small geographical units, such as the neighborhoods of a city. These few studies have often been limited to describing the spatial pattern of cancers at the provincial level (15-19).

On the other hand, the incidence of many cancers, especially CRC, varies depending on the geographical situation of the area and has its own spatial pattern (20-24). Usually, Poisson regression is employed as the model for studying the correlation between variables at the level of a geographical unit with an outcome that is count. However, these variables usually have spatial autocorrelation, while the outcomes like cancer rarely occur in some geographical levels which results in problems like small area estimation; therefore, the use of the Poisson regression model, in these cases, leads to over-dispersion. Therefore, the predicted result would not be consistent with the reality of the observations or the diffused dispersion in the model cannot describe the observed dispersion of the variable in reality (25). Hence, in recent years, a new, yet efficient and effective way of studying various spatial relationships has been developed which is called the Geographically Weighted Regression (GWR) (26). Given the above description and considering that no study yet conducted on the simultaneous impacts of various socioeconomic factors, health costs and risk factors on the incidence of CRC in the level of neighborhood in Iran with the use of the Geographically Weighted Poisson Regression (GWPR) model, the present study was designed and conducted to determine the effective factors on geographic distribution of the incidence of colorectal cancer (CRC) in Tehran, Iran by geographically weighted Poisson regression model.

Methods

Study area: The present research is an ecological study that was designed and implemented in the Tehran city (capital of Iran) at 2017-2018. The Tehran metropolitan area 638 square kilometer is situated on the southern slopes of the Alborz Mountains at a latitude of 35°45’N and a longitude of 51° 25’E. This city consists of 22 municipal districts and also the geographical unit of the study was 374 neighborhoods in Tehran city.

Required data for the study

Demographic information: In the present study, demographic data of people aged 50 and older, who were considered as the at-risk population for CRC were extracted from national censuses carried out in 2006 and 2011 and broken down by different parts of Tehran. Then, the population of people aged 50 and older for each neighborhood was calculated as follows:

\[
\text{population of aged 50 and older in 2006 census + population of aged 50 and older in 2011 census} / 2
\]

Equation 1

Information of CRC incidence: In this study, the data on the incidence of CRC was extracted from the population-based cancer registry data of the Iranian Ministry of Health and Medical Education from 2008 to 2011. Then, according to the postal address of the patients, CRC cases were categorized in 374 neighborhoods of Tehran, and the number of cases of CRC in each neighborhood was determined.

Socio-economic information, risk factors and health costs: In this research, we extracted socio-economic variables, risk factors and health costs from the Equity Assessment Study in Tehran. The details of this study are fully described in the study by Asadi et al. (27). In the present study, the following variables were extracted from the Equity Assessment Study in Tehran by the division of neighborhoods:

1. Socio-economic variables including the percentages of unemployed people over 15 years old, women aged 17 years or older with a university education, women head of household, households without a car, households living in rental houses, households with income below the poverty line and people without insurance coverage.
2. Risk factors including the percentages of households that do not consume fruits daily, households that do not consume milk daily, overweight people aged 15 and older, and smoking households.
3. Health costs variables including the percentages of the cost of household health, cost of the diagnosis of the disease, the cost of household medicine, the cost of the hospital and the cost of medical visits.

Statistical analysis

Geographically Weighted Regression: Since spatial data
is presented in two forms of spatial correlation and non-stationary spatial, it is not possible to investigate such data through ordinary regression methods. Because these traditional methods can only estimate a modest amount of general parameters and are not able to show spatial correlations between variables and their spatial variation in the geographical area, they may lead to biased results. Therefore, a new and effective way has been developed to explore various spatial relationships which is known as Geographically Weighted Regression (GWR) (26). The GWR model, when estimating regression coefficients, permits the spatial dependence of reference location data and unlike global spatial regression, provides regression coefficients locally and in each spatial coordinate, coefficients are not constant in space but vary from one position to another (28, 29).

The general form of the GWR model is shown below. As mentioned above, unlike ordinary regression, the coefficients obtained in GWR in each spatial coordinate \((u_i, v_i)\) have their own special amount. In this model, \(\beta_k\), \(x_{ki}\), \(y_i\) and \(e_i\) are the regression coefficient, the \(k\)th independent variable, the dependent variable and the remainder of the model, respectively; they are in the spatial coordinates of \((u_i, v_i)\) (26).

\[
y_i (u_i, v_i) = \beta_0 (u_i, v_i) + \sum_{k=1}^{p} \beta_k (u_i, v_i) x_{ki} + e_i \quad \text{Equation 2}
\]

Before using the GWR4 model, to identify the most important factors affecting the outcome, the Univariate Poisson Regression Model runs and variables with P-value<0.2 are considered as potential confounders or factors to be included in all subsequent analyses. Then all of these variables are investigated by the variance inflation factor (VIF) index for multi-collinearity before entrance to the GWR model. The VIF = 1/ (1-R²), and generally, if its value is greater than 4, it indicates the strong multi-collinearity (32).

**Calibration of GWR4**: In ordinary regression models, estimation of coefficients is performed in such a way that the sum of the differences between observed and predicted values for \(y\)s would be minimal, but in the GWR model, there is also a weight parameter; so that, in estimation of regression coefficients, in each spatial position less weights is given to the predicted variables with greater distances. Therefore, the estimated coefficients will be as follows:

\[
\hat{\beta} = (X^TWX)^{-1}X^Wy \quad \text{Equation 3}
\]

In the general spatial regression model, the weight matrix elements \((w_{ij})\) are constant so that only one calibrate or grading is used to estimate the coefficients; but in the GWR model, the \(W\)-matrix changes with the change of spatial position of the observations, and thus for different situations, the calibrate model will also be different, as follows:

\[
\hat{\beta}(i) = (X^TW(i)X)^{-1}X^TW(i)y \quad \text{Equation 4}
\]

In the GWR model, considering the points of regression on the vector and the approach of spatial proximity, a weighted function is considered for each observation. This can be achieved by determining the bandwidth so that a distance controller threshold from neighboring observations does not significantly affect the local estimation of the parameters. The weighted function of the model is calculated from the two parameters of the distance between the regression points and the data points and the bandwidth. Usually, to calibrate the GWR, a continuous weighted function is used as follows:

\[
W_{ij} = \exp \left(-\frac{d_{ij}^2}{b^2}\right) \quad \text{Equation 5}
\]

In the above formula, \(W_{ij}\) is the weight assigned to the observation at position of \(j\) when estimating the coefficient of regression point of \(i\). The \(d_{ij}\) is the distance between positions \(i\) and \(j\) and \(b\) is the bandwidth of the weighted function core.

**Kernel Weighting Function**: Using the two methods of Fixed Kernel Spatial and the Adaptive Spatial Kernel, we can calculate the weighted function from the bandwidth. A problem that could occur in the application of the GWR model with the fixed kernel model is that some of the regression points in the data may have a dispersed spatial pattern. The localized regression model with the fixed kernel may be calibrated with a small number of data; therefore, the highest parametric estimate and maximum standard error for the outputs are taken into account, and the surface results are expressed with minimal data smoothing (Fig. 1).

To solve such problems in the GWR model, size variables can be considered with respect to the data density in an adaptive manner, so that such a model is able to allocate more bandwidth for scattered data and less bandwidth.

![Fig. 1](http://mijiri.iums.ac.ir)
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For cumulative frequency data. Therefore, as shown in Figure 1 in Adaptive Kernel, the length of the band can be larger or smaller, depending on the size of the variables in the data density.

If the data are separated, the bandwidth is larger and, if the density is higher, the bandwidth is smaller. Therefore, the Adaptive Kernel model can provide more accurate and realistic estimates and results than the Fixed Kernel model.

In the Adaptive Kernel Model, when the number of bandwidths is high in space, bandwidth is less used. The weight of the $i$th data point at the $t$th point of the regression is calculated by the following equation:

$$w_{ij} = \left[1 - \left(\frac{d_{ij}}{h_t} \right)^2\right]^2 \text{ when } d_{ij} \leq h_t$$

$$w_{ij} > h_t$$

Equation 6

At the regression point ($d_{ij} = 0$), when the distance is equal to the length of the band ($d_{ij} = h$) the data point weighs zero.

The GWR results are relatively sensitive to the weighted function selection, and the weighted function selection is also sensitive to the selection of the weighted function of the bandwidth, so that the optimal determination of the bandwidth in the GWR model seems necessary. Therefore, bandwidth in the GWR model creates the data-smoothing function. Therefore, according to the above explanation, in this study the Adaptive Kernel Method was used to develop the model and AICc (Akaike Information Criterion) was used to select optimal bandwidth (29, 31). In this study, due to the fact that the dependent variable is the incident cases of CRC in Tehran’s neighborhoods and it is count variable, the GWPR model should be employed. Of course, the above explanation refers to GWR model which can be generalized to a variety of weighted regression models. In the present study, GWR4, Stata 14 and ArcGIS 10.3 softwares were used to analyze the data.

Results

The total number of incident CRC cases were 2815 in the Tehran city from 2008 to 2011, and of them, 2491 cases (88.4%) were successfully geocoded to the neighborhood. Of these, 56.6% were male (1593 cases) and 43.4% (1222 cases) were women and the mean and standard deviation of age for incidence of colorectal cancer were 62.15 and 10.49 years, respectively. The number of CRC cases ranged from 0 to 57 across neighborhoods in Tehran, which prevailed more in northern and central areas of the city (Fig. 2).

Table 1 shows the mean and standard deviations of the studied variables (socioeconomic variables, health costs, and risk factors). To identify the most important factors affecting CRC incidence, the Univariate Poisson Regression Model was performed. All variables had a $p<0.2$. Then all of these variables were investigated by the variance inflation factor (VIF) index for multi-collinearity before entrance to the GWPR model. The results of the multi-collinearity test showed that the VIF index for all variables is below 4, so there was no multi-collinearity (Table 1).

To select the final variables for the GWPR model, all the variables were first entered simultaneously into the GWPR model, which was named as Global Model 1, then in the next step only variables that had a significant association ($p<0.05$) with the CRC incidence in Global Model 1 were entered; this model was also called Global Model 2. In the global model 1 with the presence of all variables, the value of AICc was 2268.16 and in the global model 2 with the presence of only significant variables, AICc was
2269.17; the difference was less than 2, so both models could be selected as optimal models. But we chose the global model 1 as the superior model because it involves all the variables under study and also it has a smaller AICc (in generally, AICc is used to select the superior model. The model with a smaller AICc and difference of more than 2 units, is a superior model. But if the difference between AICc of two model is less than and equal to 2, two models are not superior to each other).

Then, for all independent variables geographic variability test was performed to determine which variables have spatial variability, because they should be introduced to the GWRP model in the final analysis. The results of this test showed that the percentages of households without a car, households living in rental houses, households with income below the poverty line, overweight people aged 15 and older, and households who do not consume fruits on a daily basis, do not have significant spatial variability. After performing geographic variability test and determining the position of independent variables (the variables without spatial variability were placed in the Global box and variables with spatial variability in the Local box in GWPR model), the final analysis was performed. Table 2 shows the Global Model, which is the same as the Traditional Poisson model. In this model, it is assumed that all independent variables are spatially homogeneous. As can be seen, in this model, the percentages of women head of household (IRR: 1.14), households without car (IRR: 0.91), households living in rental houses (IRR: 0.90), households without daily fruit consumption (IRR: 0.92), households without daily milk consumption (IRR: 0.90), overweight people aged 15 and older (IRR: 0.90), smoking households (IRR: 1.08), household health expenditures (IRR: 1.22), the cost of household medicines (IRR: 1.08), hospital admission costs (IRR: 1.10), and the cost of medical visits (IRR: 1.14) had statistically significant association with incidence CRC.

Table 3 also shows the final results of the GWPR model for global and local variables. This table contains the main results of the model. As can be seen, despite the absence of a significant spatial variability among global variables, the percentages of households without car (IRR: 0.89), households living in rental houses (IRR: 0.82), households with income below the poverty line (IRR: 1.10), overweight people aged 15 and older (IRR: 0.87) had statistically significant association with incidence CRC. Among these significant variables, households with income below the poverty line had a direct association with CRC incidence, so that every 10% increase in this variable resulted in a 10% increase in IRR of CRC, but other significant variables had an inverse association with CRC incidence. It also shows Mean, Median, Min, Max and IQR for local

### Table 1. Mean, standard deviation (S.D) and multi-collinearity test for variables of socioeconomic, risk factors and health costs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Mean (S.D)</th>
<th>VIF</th>
<th>Tolerance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>People over 15 years old unemployed (%)</td>
<td>9.09 (1.94)</td>
<td>1.93</td>
<td>0.518</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Women aged 17 years or older with university education (%)</td>
<td>30.49 (13.17)</td>
<td>2.46</td>
<td>0.406</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Women head of household (%)</td>
<td>11.13 (3.53)</td>
<td>1.91</td>
<td>0.522</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Households without car (%)</td>
<td>28.96 (7.64)</td>
<td>2.09</td>
<td>0.478</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Households living in rental houses (%)</td>
<td>39.34 (15.29)</td>
<td>1.89</td>
<td>0.528</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Households with income below the poverty line (%)</td>
<td>19.28 (14.96)</td>
<td>1.60</td>
<td>0.632</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>People without Insurance coverage (%)</td>
<td>28.44 (12.62)</td>
<td>1.32</td>
<td>0.754</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Households without fruit consumption daily (%)</td>
<td>13.05 (7.36)</td>
<td>1.28</td>
<td>0.777</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Households without milk consumption daily (%)</td>
<td>54.94 (13)</td>
<td>1.31</td>
<td>0.761</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overweight people aged 15 and older (%)</td>
<td>32.32 (5.13)</td>
<td>1.03</td>
<td>0.963</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smoking households (%)</td>
<td>24.11 (6.20)</td>
<td>1.16</td>
<td>0.861</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost of household health (%)</td>
<td>12.68 (6.94)</td>
<td>1.80</td>
<td>0.544</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost of the diagnosis of the disease (%)</td>
<td>17.91 (9.70)</td>
<td>1.44</td>
<td>0.691</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost of household medicine (%)</td>
<td>45.86 (14.03)</td>
<td>1.98</td>
<td>0.504</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost of the hospital (%)</td>
<td>9.67 (9.85)</td>
<td>1.40</td>
<td>0.714</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost of medical visits (%)</td>
<td>18.17 (8.35)</td>
<td>1.34</td>
<td>0.741</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 2. The association between socioeconomic variables, risk factors and health costs with incidence CRC with global model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>β-coefficient</th>
<th>*IRR</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>-6.561</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>People over 15 years old unemployed</td>
<td>0.029</td>
<td>1.03</td>
<td>0.260</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Women aged 17 years or older with university education</td>
<td>0.049</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>0.135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Women head of household</td>
<td>0.128</td>
<td>1.14</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Households without car</td>
<td>-0.090</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.033</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Households living in rental houses</td>
<td>-0.103</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Households with income below the poverty line</td>
<td>-0.026</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.330</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>People without Insurance coverage</td>
<td>-0.025</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.219</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Households without fruit consumption daily</td>
<td>-0.076</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Households without milk consumption daily</td>
<td>-0.103</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overweight people aged 15 and older</td>
<td>-0.103</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smoking households</td>
<td>0.081</td>
<td>1.08</td>
<td>0.0016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost of household health</td>
<td>0.196</td>
<td>1.22</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost of the diagnosis of the disease</td>
<td>0.007</td>
<td>1.007</td>
<td>0.781</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost of household medicine</td>
<td>0.079</td>
<td>1.08</td>
<td>0.008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost of the hospital</td>
<td>0.096</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost of medical visits</td>
<td>0.134</td>
<td>1.14</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*IRR: Incidence Risk Ratio
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>β-coefficient</th>
<th>IRR</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Households without car</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>1.115</td>
<td>0.042</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Households living in rental houses</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.193</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Households with income below the poverty line</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>0.096</td>
<td>0.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Households without fruit consumption daily</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.049</td>
<td>0.155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overweight people aged 15 and older</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>-0.135</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. The association between socioeconomic variables, risk factors and health costs with incidence CRC with GWPR model

Table 4 shows the performance of both GWPR and Global Models. The GWPR model has a significantly smaller AICc and also a larger percent deviance explained (It is equivalent R2 in regression that shows the explana-

Fig. 3. Spatial Variation of IRR for local variables from GWPR model

variables with significant spatial variability with CRC incidence. Figure 3 also shows the spatial variation of IRR for local variables in the level neighborhoods of Tehran city from GWPR model.

http://mjiri.iums.ac.ir
tion of variation of dependent variable by independent variables); therefore, in compared to Global Model, this is best model. In this study, the best bandwidth size is 76 with a minimum AICc of 1744.511. Figure 4 shows spatial variation of R-square for CRC incidence from GWPR model. As can be seen, the highest local R-square is related to neighborhoods that located in districts 10, 11, 12, 16, 17, 19, 20, 21, and 22.

**Discussion**
This study showed that most incidence cases of CRC occurred among the residents of neighborhoods in the northern and central districts of Tehran. This may be due to the fact that the residents of these districts in Tehran are mostly wealthy and highly educated; therefore, they pay more attention to their health status and undergo more on screening and diagnostic programs; on the other hand, residents of these districts have more access to screening, diagnostic and therapeutic services, so more cases of cancer are diagnosed among them (34). The same is true for the direct association of women with 17 year of age or older who have university education (Median IRR: 1.17) with incident CRC. Because various studies have shown that having high educational levels is an important predic-

**Table 4.** Comparison of the performance of the Global Model and GWPR Model in the estimation of the effect of independent variables on the incidence of CRC.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>AICc</th>
<th>Percent deviance explained</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Global model</td>
<td>2268.16</td>
<td>0.1236</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GWPR model</td>
<td>1744.51</td>
<td>0.4251</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Difference</td>
<td>523.65</td>
<td>0.3015</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The best bandwidth size : 76 with Minimum AICc : 1744.51
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Fig. 4. Spatial variation of R-square for incidence of CRC from GWPR model

tor for participating in colonoscopy screening programs. Increase in the level of education has a direct association with the frequency of conducting colonoscopy and increasing the frequency of participation in screening programs is also associated with a higher incidence and diagnosis of CRC among the participants (35-37).

There was a direct association between the variables of household health expenditures (Median IRR: 1.39), the cost of the diagnosis of the disease (Median IRR: 1.03), the cost of household medicine (Median IRR: 1.05), hospital admission costs (Median IRR: 1.09), and the cost of medical visits (Median IRR: 1.27) with the incidence of CRC, which can be attributed to the fact that these people had utilized health services more, and had spent more as well. Of course, it should be noted that in these patients, the cancer is diagnosed in the initial phase and has a better prognosis (38, 39).

In the present study, the variables of households with lower income (below the poverty line) (IRR: 1.10), the people over 15 year old unemployed (Median IRR: 1.17), women-headed households (Median IRR: 1.06), and people without insurance coverage (Median IRR: 1.10), as the main components of socio-economic status, had a direct statistical associations with CRC incidence. These results were not consistent with some previous studies in this field. For example, a study conducted in Tehran showed that there is no significant association between socioeconomic variables such as employment status, insurance coverage, and income level with the participation of people in colonoscopy screening programs (40). Another study performed by Karen, L. Barclay et al., with the aim of examining the effect of socio-demographic characteristics on the CRC stage in Australia, did not show any significant association between employment status and insurance coverage with CRC stage (41). However, in another research carried out by Susanne Singer in Germany to study the impact of socio-economic status on the cancer stage revealed that unemployment (OR: 1.7, CI: 1.01-2.8), disability pension (OR: 1.8, CI: 1.02 -3.2) and low income (OR: 2.6, CI: 1.1 -6.1) had a significant statistical association with an advanced disease (42).

To better explain the results, two points should be taken into account: first, these variables are directly related to the degree of attention of individuals to their health and participation in screening and diagnostic programs.; so that, those who are less well-off in terms of these variables, are less likely to seek diagnostic and screening programs, and cancers diagnosed are often in advanced stages and do not have good prognoses. Secondly, these variables are closely related to the lifestyle and diet of individuals, and people with inadequate status of these factors usually do not have a healthy lifestyle and diet, resulting in a higher incidence of gastrointestinal cancers, especially CRC. Therefore, these variables should be considered in the design and implementation of screening and diagnostic programs, and more provision of service without consideration of these factors may not have an appropriate outcome.

In this study, the variable of smoking households (Median IRR: 1.07) had a direct association with CRC incidence, which is consistent with the results of studies conducted in this regard because various meta-analytic studies have indicated that cigarette smoking is associated with an increase in the incidence and mortality of CRC (43, 44). This is also a logical consequence of the fact that cigarettes are a risk factor not only for cancers, but also for many other illnesses. In this study, overweight people with 15 years of age and older (IRR: 0.87) were inversely associated with the incidence of CRC which was not consistent with the studies carried out in this area (45, 46). Obviously, there is no consensus on overweight as a risk factor for CRC. For example, in a meta-analytic study by
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Shuangjie Wu, the results showed that obesity (HR: 1.9; CI 95%: 1.06-1.15) was significantly associated with an increase in the risk of CRC; whereas, overweight (HR: 0.92; CI 95%: 0.86 -1) did not show any significant association with it (47). For the variable of households without daily milk consumption, there was an inverse association with CRC which was not consistent with the studies conducted in this area (48, 49). For instance, in a prospective study performed in Europe to study the association between dairy consumption and CRC, after 11 years of follow up, a significant inverse association was observed between milk consumption and the risk of CRC (HR per 200 g / day 0.93, 95% CI: 0.89-0.98) (48). In fact, milk exerts its protective effect through calcium because milk is a rich source of calcium. In this study, there is an inverse relationship between overweight in people aged 15 years and older households without daily milk consumption. Perhaps the most important reason for this is the ecological nature of our study, which is associated with ecological fallacy. The studied unit here is neighborhood, not the individual, therefore, the relationship seen at the level of the neighborhood between the exposure and the outcome, may not be observed at the level of individual (50, 51). Another point that should be mentioned about households without daily milk consumption (Median IRR: 0.85) is that this is a median number, while its IRR range varies from 0.62 to 1.17. So in some neighborhoods located in the central regions, the south-east and west IRR has been reported to 1.17, which is in line with other studies (48, 49).

A number of strengths and weaknesses were there in our study. As was pointed out, the main drawback of this study is its ecological fallacy, which makes it impossible to be certain about the results, only presenting clues and hypotheses. The other limitation was unclear addresses of 15% of the cases with CRC which made it impossible to allocate them into the neighborhoods to be entered into the analysis. Also, In this study, a population of 50 years and over in the neighborhoods of Tehran has been considered as a population at risk for incidence of CRC, while some of the covariates including the overweight people aged 15 and older and unemployed people over 15 years old that were extracted from the Equity Assessment study of Tehran, did not consistent with the age of the population at risk for incidence of CRC, that this could be another limitations of the study. The last limitation of this study, which should be mentioned, is the edge effect phenomenon. This means that the findings for neighborhoods near administrative borders should be interpreted with caution, because it is possible that different indicators outside the study neighborhood affect the characteristics of the border residents of neighborhoods. In terms of the strengths, we can say that it is the first ecological research in Iran which simultaneously has been examined the association between various socioeconomic factors, health costs and risk factors with the incidence of CRC in neighborhood level with the GWPR approach in Iran. It also compared the results with the Global (ordinary Poisson) model. If this spatial analysis was conducted based on the geographical unit of the district of Tehran, it could not show the actual at-risk population, because some low incidence districts may have neighborhoods with a high incidence of cancer and vice versa.

Conclusion
This study showed that there is spatial variability for most socioeconomic variables, risk factors and costs of health that had an effect on the incidence CRC in Tehran city. Considering this spatial variability is necessary when interpreting the results and implementation of prevention programs.
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